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Real-Time CSPM
See, prioritize, and remediate your 
most critical multi-cloud risks 

Gain a complete view of your cloud 
security risk 

Access real-time, contextual 
insights 

Efficiently prioritize the most 
significant security issues 

Leverage actionable, expert 
guidance for faster remediation 

Connect issues found in the cloud 
back to development  

Catch threats that evade agentless 
detection

Significantly reduce snapshot 
scanning costs

Managing cloud security risk continues to be a growing 
challenge for security and risk professionals. A never-ending 
list of security alerts with little to no context across disjointed 
tools and multi-cloud workloads makes it nearly impossible 
to keep up. With the growing sophistication of cloud native 
attacks, agentless snapshots from traditional CSPM (Cloud 
Security Posture Management) tools fail to provide the 
real-time visibility required to truly understand your cloud 
security risk posture. 

Aqua Real-Time CSPM provides a complete view of your 
real-time cloud security risk, surfacing the most critical issues 
so you can focus on fixing what matters most. Real-Time 
CSPM accurately identifies cloud risks and pinpoints threats 
that evade agentless detection. It delivers rich, context-based 
insights and actionable remediation recommendations for 
faster, more effective cloud risk management. 

Key Benefits
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Accurately identify cloud security risk

Rapidly remediate the most significant issues 

Efficiently prioritize risk and reduce alert noise

Access a complete and prioritized view of your cloud security risk in real-time across your cloud workloads 
and infrastructure for a complete risk-posture assessment.

Concentrate on fixing high-priority issues to significantly improve cloud security risk posture. Quickly connect 
cloud security issues to their respective code repositories, empowering developers to take ownership of security. 

Get comprehensive, real-time context and a prioritized list of risk-based insights, correlated across hundreds 
of checks, to identify top issues in your environment. 

Get an accurate view of risk with agentless 
and in-workload scanning for the ultimate 
visibility 

Focus limited resources to efficiently 
remediate issues and make a meaningful 
impact on risk reduction, without sifting 
through noisy alerts or tickets 

Get detailed context, understand issues, and 
remediate with built-in expert guidance 

Connect issues found in the cloud to their 
respective code repositories, identifying risk 
ownership to ensure priority issues are resolved 

Understand your complete risk exposure 
to complex vulnerabilities and threats with 
contextualized risk scoring 

Match correlated findings across multi-cloud 
environments for higher-fidelity risk detection 

Focus on identifying the top issues with smarter 
insights correlated across hundreds of checks, 
instead of chasing false positives 

Determine root cause faster and eliminate noise 
by aggregating duplicates across findings 

Pinpoint memory-based attacks, fileless 
malware, and unknown exploit attempts 
like zero-days 

Scan workloads with agentless workload 
scanning to quickly assess your basic risk posture 

Quickly connect your cloud accounts and discover 
all your cloud resources running in AWS, Azure, and 
Google Cloud 

Easily see, search, and drill down into specific cloud 
resources or risks with the unified cloud inventory 

Gain visibility into real-time risks 

Remediate the most critical issues  

Manage, investigate, and respond faster  

Ensure smarter risk management  

Determine your real risk exposure  

Unify risk for a complete view  

Prioritize top risks and reduce noise  

De-duplicate findings to significantly 
reduce volumes 

Catch threats that others miss

Quickly assess risk posture  

Discover all cloud resources 

Create a unified view  



Conquer cloud security 

Connect code to acloud with 
Aqua’s cloud native security platform

Achieve a single source of cloud security truth and don’t settle for less than real-time cloud security. 

Map your security posture to any of 30+ 
industry regulations and guidelines and 
confidently prove regulatory compliance to 
your management and auditors 

Unify cloud native protection across the entire application life cycle, with one single source 
of security truth from a tightly integrated CNAPP (cloud native protection platform). 

Deploy the best protection method per 
workload to balance cost and risk visibility 

Extend risk management capabilities from 
dev to cloud and back with behavioral 
detection techniques to stop attacks in 
progress 

Rapidly prove compliance  

Choose the best security approach

Move toward active protection 
and shift-left security
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Aqua Security stops cloud native attacks across the application lifecycle and is the only company with a 1$M Cloud Native 
Protection Warranty to guarantee it. As the pioneer in cloud native security, Aqua helps customers reduce risk while building 
the future of their businesses. The Aqua Platform is the industry›s most integrated Cloud Native Application Protection Platform 
(CNAPP), protecting the application lifecycle from dev to cloud and back. Founded in 2015, Aqua is headquartered in Boston, 
MA and Ramat Gan, IL with Fortune 1000 customers in over 40 countries. For more information, visit https://www.aquasec.com/.

Schedule demo › 
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https://www.aquasec.com/demo/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLstqAtOx2t0xy8YaYMjkWg
https://github.com/aquasecurity
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aquasecteam/?originalSubdomain=il
https://twitter.com/AquaSecTeam
https://www.aquasec.com/

